Introduction
The Clairaut equation (Alex Claude Clairaut [3] , 1734) is one of the typical examples of first order differential equations which has a (classical) complete solution and a singular solution such that the singular solution is the envelope of a family of hyperplanes given by the complete solution. In this article rve consider equations with the same geometric structure as the Clairaut equation. Here we give another example as follows :
Typeset by "z{1,1S-T!,\ "It (R",lR) . Unless the contrary is specifically stated, we adopt a submanifold of Jl (R",R) as an equation. We stick to holonomic systems in this article. A holonornic system of first order ilifferential equation gerrn (or, briefl.y, aholonornic system) is defined to be an immersion germ,f : (R"+t,0) * /t(R",R). We also say that / is cornpletely integrableif.
there exists a submersion germ F : ([q,"+t,0) -IR such that (dp)s. ) (f*0)e,., where tu is the ring of smooth function germs on ([R"'+t, 0) and its unique maximal ideal is denoted by 9J1,,. Here, u: (rt,... runfr) are canonical coordinates of (R"+t,0). We call p a cornplete integral of f and the pair (p,f),(R"*r,0) -R x "Ir(lR",R) is called a holonomic system with complete integral. We observe that z'of(p-1(t)) is the graph of the solution in lR" x lR.
If a'o f (p-t (t)) are non-singular map germs for each t € (R, p(0)), then {a' o f (tt-L(t))}ren is the family of graphs of a (classical) complete solution (cf. [1, 9] ). We call such a system a holonomic system of Clairaut type. These situation lead us to the follorving definition.
Let (p,,9) be a pair of a map germ 9 : ([R"+1,0) -(R" x R,0) and a submersion germ Then (p,g) and (pr',9') are equiualent (respectiuely, strictly equiualent) if the diagram
Itt gt commutes for some diffeomorphism germs K,,Ih and / (respectively, rc : id3).
In [10] We emphasize that this theorem asserts that the equivalence classes of functional moduli c with dlD" : 0 are the complete invariant for generic classifications of holonomic systems of Clairaut type under the equivalence relation given by the group of point transformations.
We define ,n(D"): {a € ffi(,,s)lolD": 0} and tA(f,,1,.*z) : i!t(D^)l -, wheredenotes the equivalence relation as moduli. The above theorem asserts that the moduli space for generic holonomic systems of Clairaut type is M(fri,,a2).
In $1 we shall prepare basic tools to prove theorems including quick reviervs of ( [9, 10] ).
We shall give a proof of Theorem A in $2. Theorems B and C will be proved in $3 by using an analogous method of Dufour[6].
1. Preparations (Including quick reviews of [9, 10] )
In this section we review some results on completely integrable systems and the theory of Legendrian unfoldings [9, 10] which will be used in later sections.
Firstly we introduce an equivalence relation among systems under the group of point transformations of IR' x IR. .4 point transfonnation S on lR' x lR is, by definition, a diffeomorphism of IR" x lR onto itself.
To define a lift of 6, we give a contact manifold which is a fiberwise compactification of "Ir ( (1) / md f ' are equivalent as equations.
(2) (p,r o f) and (p,',7r o f ') a,re equivalent as integial diagrams.
Secondly, w'e briefly review the theory of one-parameter Legendrian unfoldings in [,] .
We norv consider the 1-jei bundle /t(R X R', R.) and the canonical l-form O on the space.
Let (t, lcrt..., zrr) be the canonical coordinate on IR x IR' and (t, rrt...,xntAsQ,ptr... rpn) be the corresponding coordinate on "Il(R x R'",R).Then the canonical l-form is given by @ : da -DLr p;dx; -qdt -0 -qdt. We also have the natural projection II : -Ir(R. X R', R) * (R x R") x R defined by II(t, x,U, Qtp) : (t, c, y). lVe call the above 1-jet bundle an unfolded, I-jet bundle.
Let (pr,/) b" a holonomic system with complete integral. Then there exists a unique elenrent h € tu such that (.*0 : lz. dp. Define a map germ Returning to the study of equations with complete integral, we now establish the notion of the genericity.
Let U q pn*r be an open set. We denote by Ini(t/, R x Jr(R", R)) the set of systems with complete integrul (p, f) , U --R x /1(R', R). We also define .t(U, Jr(R X R', R)) to be the set of complete Legendrian unfoldinEs t(p,n : U -+ "/t(R x R', R).
These sets are topological spaces equipped with the Whitney C--topology. A subset of either spaces is said io be generic if it is an open dense subset in the space.
The genericity of a property of germs are defined as follows. Let P be a property of equation germs rvith complete integrul(p,"f): (R."+t,0) * R. x Jl(R",R) (respectivelg Legendrian unfoldings t(t,,f)t (lR"*t,0) -./t(R X R',R)). For an open set U C lR', we define P(U) to be the set of (p,/) e Int([/,lR x /t(lR',R)) (respectively, t(r,il e ,(U,.Ir(R X R', R.))) such that the germ at r whose representative is given bV (p, /) (respectively, l1u,y1) has property P for any x €U.
The property P is said to be generic if for some neighbourhood U of 0 in IR', the set P(U) is a generic subset in Int([/,R x Jr(R",R)) (respectively, ,(4 /r(R x R',R)).
By the construction, \\'e have a rvell-defined continuous mapping ,u'k(ffffir:t.
In this case, we have (C(F),0) : (R x R.',0) and (Dr : jtF t(R x R",o) + "Ir(R x lR',lR), so that it is a complete Legendrian unfolding associated with (n,-n,ji.F'). Thus the generating family of a Legendrian unfolding of Clairaut type is given by the above germ.
Proof of Theorem A
The main idea of the proof is to define an equivalence relation which can ignore functional moduli and to do everything in terms of generating families for Legendrian unfoldings like as those of in [10] . Let (p,g) and (p',g') be holonomic integral diagrams. Then We now define the corresponding equivalence relation among Legendrian unfoldings. Let t(rJ), ((r,,1,): (R"+t,0) r (Jt(R X R',R),ro) be Legendrian unfoldings. We say that t(u,il and (.1u' ,y'; are S.P+ -Legendrian equiualent (respectiaely, S.P -Legendrian equiualent) if there exist a contact diffeomorphism germ /( : (/r(R X R', R), "o) -r ("71(R X R', R), 16), a diffeomorphism germ o : ([R"+t,0) * (R"+t,0) and a diffeomorphism germ itrr : (R. x (R' x R), tl(zs)) -' (R x (R" * R), n("6)) of the form i!(t, r,a) : (t + a(x,v),rh(*,y)) (."-spectively, t!(i,r,a):(t,rh@,y)))suchthatIIo.I(:iloIIand.I(oL:L'oQ.Itisclea^r that if t(u,f\ and [.1r,,y,; &re .S.P+-Legendrian equivalent (respectively, ^9.P-Legendrian equivalent), then (p,nol) *d (p',n o/') are R+-equivalent (respectively, strictly equivalent). By Theorem 1.1 in [12] , the converse is also true for generic (tt,f) and (p',/'). The notion of the stability of Legendrian unfoldings rvith respect to ^S.P+-Legendrian equivalence (respectively, ^S.P-Legendrian equivalence) is analogous to the usual notion of the stability of Legendrian immersion germs with respect to Legendrian equivalence (cf. Part /II in [1] ).
On the other hand, we can interpret the above equivalence relation in terms of generating families. For the purpose, we use some notations and results in [1, 4, 8, 10, 12] . Let F,G: (R. x (R" * R),0) * (R,0) be generating families of Legendrian unfoldings of Clairaut type. We say that F and G are P-C+-equivalent (respectivelg P-C-equivalent) if there exists a diffeomorphism germ O : (R x (R" t R),0) * (R, x (R" >< R),0) of the form O(t,c, V) -G * a(c, y),Q{x,V),62(n,y)) (respectively, O(t,c, y): (t,6{x,y),62(*,V))) such that (FoO)e1,,",r; : (G)c,,,",r) wh€r€ (Glep,,,ry is the ideal generated by G in te,r,y).
We also say that are weali equivalent. By Theorem 1.1 in [12] , the converse is also true for generic (p,f) and (,u', "f'). W" can also define the notion of the stability of Legendrian unfoldings with respect to P-Legendrian equivalence exactly the same way as in the previous section. The corresponding equivalence relation among generating families are also given as follows : Let where )(c) -ac,$(u1,.. . , ur*l) -(an*Lursctrnltr2t,. . ,a2un,eun*r),6(rt,... ,tn;y) :
(ontt r r, ant2r, . ., d2 r n, on+2g).
The proof is based on the follorving result of Carneiro [2] . such that () r ... x )Xil) : t.
trVe remark that the commutativity of the above diagram implies that the (n*2)-fold product of ) sendr il onto f. Thus it follows from Theorem 3.5 that (p.,g) and 0to',g) are equivalent. This completes the proof of Theorem C.
